Australia - University of Newcastle
City: Newcastle
Language: English
UON works with world-class researchers in biochemistry, specifically on medicine to treat epilepsy. Students in the Bachelor programs work with these researchers and may be able to participate in research. The campus is also surrounded by the natural beauty of the Australian bush and beach, with access to great outdoor activities.

Sample Classes:
- Environmental Chemistry
- Analytical Chemistry
- Medicinal and Biological Chemistry
- Organic Chemistry

New Zealand - University of Waikato
City: Hamilton
Language: English
International students can take classes from all departments. Their School of Sciences provides well-equipped facilities to support chemistry courses which emphasize analysis, problem solving, and practical laboratory experience. Around Hamilton, students enjoy close proximity to outdoor recreation activities, friendly local businesses and restaurants, and some of NZ’s greatest tourist destinations.

Sample Classes:
- Inorganic Chemistry
- Advanced Organic Chemistry
- Environmental Chem and Geochem
- Biochemistry

England - University of Leeds
City: Leeds
Language: English
Around 30,000 students attend the university, which specializes in physical sciences and languages. Chemistry students can expect classes influenced by the university’s research, such as chemical biology, atmospheric chemistry, and color science. Leeds is a welcoming city, with an active nightlife and plenty of cultural activities.

Sample Classes:
- Practical Skills in Chemistry
- Intro to Organic Chemistry
- Fundamentals of Physical Chemistry
- Intro to Modern Chemistry
Mexico - Universidad de Guanajuato
City: Guanajuato
Language: Spanish, English
It is an independent university that offers a focus on the arts. This is reflected in the student life, which has an active cinema club and art scene. Guanajuato is centered around the university, but has a past as a center for silver mining. The town has ties to Mexico’s War of Independence, with the site of the first Mexican victory.

Sample Classes:
- Organic Chemistry
- Inorganic Chemistry
- Analytical Chemistry
- Biochemistry

Germany - Münster University of Applied Sciences
City: Steinfurt
Language: German
Over the years, Münster University of Applied Sciences has evolved into a practice-oriented, international and interdisciplinary university of applied sciences. Teaching staff and students contribute equally to the successful transfer of scientific findings to practice. This pays off: our establishment is now one of Germany's largest and most successful universities of applied sciences.

Sample Classes:
- Organic Chemistry
- Physical Chemistry
- Macromolecular Chemistry
- Inorganic Chemistry

France - L’Université Catholique de Lille
City: Lille
Language: French
Even though L’Université Catholique de Lille the largest private university in France, the professors emphasize a group based, interactive classroom. Students in Chemistry study in French at the Hautes Études D’Ingenieur (HEI).

Sample Classes:
- Chemistry of Activated Systems and Radicals
- Organic Synthesis
- Biological Chemistry
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Study Abroad 101 Info Sessions are held Wednesdays at 4pm @ the Oller Center Patio
Questions? Email studyabroad@juniata.edu
Visit https://juniata.terradotta.com